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Berlin-Pankow, march 24, 2012

To the Marshall of the Sejm in Warsaw,
dr med Ewa Kopacz

publicly denying genocide for tens of million of Middle-and Eastern European Civilians!?
your patronage for the DFG-exhibition in Warsaw on General Plan East is hiding criminal acts!

Mrs. Marshall,
dear Ladies and Sirs,
1) hereby, I want to inform you, that in these days we complain at the German Police against
historians and some leadership members of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft as well as against
some Members of the German Parliament (who supported the financing) about the denial of
genocide for tens of million of civilians in Middle and Eastern Europe in the exhibition
"Wissenschaft-Planung-Vertreibung: Der Generalplan Ost der Nationalsozialisten",
German version in internet: http://www.dfg.de/pub/generalplan/index.html
the Polish catalogue:
http://www.dfg.de/download/pdf/dfg_magazin/wissenschaft_oeffentlichkeit/ausstellungen/generalplan_ost/generalplan_ost_katalog_pl_120131.pdf

(it is a bit shorter than the German catalogue and does not include introduction page three with very severe mistakes)

The details of our critic you will find in the letter of june 21, 2011 to the Minister for Science and
Higher Education, see attachment. The last sentence was: “..in hope of stopping antidemocratic
manipulations in Germany and bringing some kind of peace and moral satisfaction to the people in
Middle and later in Eastern Europe sincerely yours...” Probably, the German Police will need some
days or weeks until handing over the case to the state attorney's office.

2) What is your opinion on a new commentary and introcuction of all the 100-pages General Plan
East of Berlin University from may 28, 1942?
The only one from C. Madajczyk is now 50 years old. We expect, that the German authorities will
soon officially stopp the DFG-Version because of very severe mistakes and manipulation such as
denying the existence of General Plan East of Berlin University from may 28, 1942. Until now, the
German historians had not had the courage to start such a project. Page 93 of GPE of Berlin
University classifies only “80.000 Goralen” from 22-25 Milliion of total Polish population of worthy to
life / to Germanization, which means, that the rest of more than 99,5 percent can be put for forced

labour or put into starvation zones, see declaration of the Faculty of Agriculture and Horticulture in
may 2002: http://www.agrar.hu-berlin.de/profil/geschichte/geschichte/gpo_pl

3) Public scientific controversy discussion in Warsaw with me and someone, who likes to defend
the exhibition of Dt. Forschungsgemeinschaft?
Since april 2008, the Ombudsman-committee of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for good
scientific praxis refuses any answer to the six-pages critizism, see http://gplanost.xberg.de/agantifa_dielinke_dfgpropagandagpo1.htm from me, my Cochairman and friends. In
contrary, the scientific genocide planning of GPE and it´s comdemnation as “severe crime against
humanity” was highly appreciated from more than 200 maires, universities, museums and memorial
places in Poland, see http://gplanost.x-berg.de/polish.htm . Until 1990, it was not possible to have
pluralistic discussions and transparency on controversies. Because the national Sejm has installed IPN
with the major task to bring to light genocidal crimes, it may be unwise for you to assist to hide the
German scientific starvation and forced-labour planing for 25 to 50 million people, which is now
modified by DFG to “General Plan East was never put to reality.”, practically annuklating the
declaration of the faculty of agriculture and horticulture from may 2002: http://www.agrar.huberlin.de/profil/geschichte/geschichte/gpo_pl I can imagine, if the Polish press and other members
of Sejm heard, that your patronage supports the denial of genocide for tens of millions of people,
there will be perhapps severe critizism against you and the leadership of IPN. So, what is your
opinion on a pluralistic-controversial discussion in april at the Sejm or/ at IPN in Warsaw?
The next eight to ten days, I will be abroad. In case of questions, after that, you can contact me at
any time.
in hope of stopping antidemocratic manipulations
sincerely yours

Matthias Burchard
project coordinator

Post Scriptum : the Recommendations of the Commission on Professional Self Regulation in Science,
Proposals for Safeguarding Good Scientific Practice of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Bonn,
Janurary 1998,recommendation 7, last sentence said: The disappearance of primary data …is an
infraction of basic principles of careful scientific practice and justifies a prima facie assumption of
dishonesty or gross negligence.

